HIGHLIGHT

CSC NEWS APP launched

We have launched CSC News App.

The CSC News [http://www.thescnnews.in/](http://www.thescnnews.in/) presents latest news, updates, trends you need to know. The focus of the platform is ‘Stories of Transformation through ICT’. Main topics covered: Digital Literacy, Pension, Financial Inclusion, Ayushman Bharat, WiFi Choupal, Banking, Women VLEs, Skill and Healthcare.

HIGHLIGHT

DigiPay Contest for VLEs (27 April to 27th May)

During DigiPay contest from 27 April to 27th May, top 5 VLEs will be awarded for maximum transactions.

Eligibility:
VLE has to do a minimum total transaction amount of Rs. 3 lakh and provide successful cash withdrawal transactions to a minimum 300 unique customer/citizens.

Prize would be given to Top 5 who serve the maximum number of unique citizens/customers with successful Cash Withdrawal transactions during the contest period.

Top 5 VLE in each state will get a Iris Scanner
**HIGHLIGHT**

Desi Amazon: e-retail chain for rural India

The CSCs have been tasked with engaging in sale and supply of essential commodities such as vegetables, milk, pulses, fruits and other products, CSC CEO Dr. Dinesh Tyagi told ToI.

(Source: Times of India)

Introducing CSC Academy Olympiad!!

CSC SPV has launched the CSC Academy Olympiad. - [http://cscolympiads.in/](http://cscolympiads.in/).

- Registration through CSCs is open for All Olympiads
- CSC Academy - National Science Olympiad - CANSO
- CSC Academy - National Mathematics Olympiads - CANMO
- CSC Academy - National English Olympiad - CANEO
- CSC Academy - National Hindi Olympiad - CANHO
- Last date of registration - 1st August 2020
- CANSO, CANMO, CANEO Mock Test will be available from 15 May 2020
- Online Test date of final olympiad will be announced in first Week of August 2020

Special Offer!! VLE INS Training & Certification

VLE INS Training & Certification, valid till 3rd May 2020. Hurry Up!!!
LEAD

Book Gas Cylinders through Digital Seva Portal

Book Gas Cylinders through Digital Seva Portal and Stand a chance to win a SMARTPHONE!!!

Criteria
Top 5 VLEs with maximum booking from 22nd April to 21st May 2020
*Minimum booking should be 1000

Rewards
1 Smart phone per VLE
CSC celebrates 10 lakh gas booking
IMPACT

My Journey…. in CSC: VLE Musta Fizur Islam, Bamundongra village, Assam

“I belong to a very usual poor Indian family in Bamundongra village, Barpeta district in Assam. Since my childhood, I have been witnessing numerous instances where citizens of rural locations do not get proper guidance or information when they face problems related to rights and laws. When it comes to legal matters lawyers, too extract a huge amount.”

Tele-Law scheme has been launched by the CSCs through which the people are being aware legal rights and responsibilities in the easiest manner as most people are not aware of it.

Seeing this unique scheme for upliftment of the marginal communities, I became the active part of this initiative since October, 2019. I am, honored to work as a VLE and had registered more than 100 cases under this scheme along with the help of PLV Khurshed Ali. I am happy to receive such respectful attitude from the people of my village and have become my source of income also.

On implementation of the scheme the people of my locality have become hopeful about getting justice and found right guiding path to fight for their rights via CSC Tele -Law process in the most convenient way.

Thank you, CSC for giving this opportunity to work along together and hope to achieve a greater level of justice at village level.

VLE Musta Fizur Islam  PLV Khurshed Ali
IMPACT

Tele-Law : From the desk of Panel Lawyer

“I was appointed as a Panel Lawyer on Tele-law project by CSC SPV on 5th of October 2017. Since then I have given legal counselling to more than ten thousand citizens. I want to convey gratitude to CSC SPV and Department of Justice for launching such a wonderful and essential scheme, the opportunity has given me a chance to connect with citizens from marginalized sections from rural location”. Adv. Abhijit Dekha

Tele-Law is an e-Interaction medium through which citizens get per-litigation advice at their doorsteps through CSCs present at panchayat. Through my journey in Tele-Law, I have met poor and marginalized and provided advice and guidance to citizens who were helpless and did not had any means to reach out to advocates to get legal advice. This service has provide employment to many Para Legal Volunteers (PLVs) who identify the cases from the communities and make door to door visit to identify citizen who need legal advice.

Presently a total of 200590 cases are registered under Tele-Law project, out of which 196749 cases have received advice from the Panel lawyers.

For more information log in to: [http://www.tele-law.in/](http://www.tele-law.in/)
Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/CscTeleLaw/](https://www.facebook.com/CscTeleLaw/)
Twitter: [https://twitter.com/Tele_Law](https://twitter.com/Tele_Law)

Abhijit Deka
Panel Lawyer, CSC
IMPACT

Woman VLE Savita Kale empowers villagers at Patole GP through DigiPay during Corona Pandemic

Due to COVID - 19 pandemic; citizens in rural areas are facing large inconvenience for making banking transactions. Woman VLE Savita Ravindra Kale is helping citizens in delivering banking services at doorsteps.

CSC VLE Mrs. Savita Ravindra Kale runs her centre at Patole GP, Sinnar Tal, Dist Nashik. She is working under RDD scheme and SubKO for SBI CSP Sopan Sahane under Sinnar Branch in Nashik District. She has served more than 1500 customers from 12 nearby villages amounting more than Rs. 43.5 lakh in month of April 2020. She uses kiosk portal for withdrawal of amount of PMGY, Ujjawala Yojana, Pension, Jandhan Account, regular saving accounts etc. The VLE got appreciation by Bank officials and local authorities for her service.

She is serving villages Patole, Manegaon, Dubere, Dhondvirnagar, Musalgaon, Kundewadi, Bhatvadi, Lonarwadi, Jamgaon, Paste, Saradwadi, Sinnar Municipal Council Area.

The VLE says, “In unavoidable situation of COVID -19; I got inspiration from doctors who are serving people day & night oldage people, patients in need of this service; so I started this doorstep service maintaining social distancing and Safety.”
INITIATIVE

DigiPay Sakhi empowering villagers during lockdown

VLE BC Sakhi: Gadhiya Vaishaliben Madhubhai
SHG - Shree Ghadhesree Sakhi Mandal
Village: Meta Kambhaliya,
Block: Gondal
Dist: Rajkot

In just 2 days, she has completed 15 transactions and disbursed Rs 35000/- to villagers. She also runs Grameen eStore.
DigiPay Sakhi success story from Battala village, Tripura

VLE Name:- Santi malla manik
GP Name:Battala
Block:Satchand
District: South
State:- Tripura

Total Transaction:- 203 (March – April 2020)
Total amount Rs. 54800/-

Digipay SHG VLE Sakhi Mrs. Santi Malla Mani from Battala GP under Satchand Block, South Tripura is doing tremendous job during lockdown by helping Rural Citizens towards cash withdrawal & money transfer. Citizens are happy as they are getting benefitted at their doorsteps.
Meet Corona Warriors!!

Post the countrywide lockdown to curb the spread of Coronavirus, CSC VLEs are working as the frontline warriors in various parts of the country. VLE Navratan Chouhan is working hard to enable citizens to access their entitlements. VLE is helping daily wages labourers, widow pensioners, local customers to withdrawal their money from bank. Widow Smt Minga Bai Dewasi received relief amount of Ujjawala Gas and Divyang woman Ganga Ram Dewasi received Rs 2000 of PMGKY by VLE.

VLE Karaka Sudhaku, a tribal youngster from Kothavalasa Village, Jiyyammavalasa Mandal, Andhra Pradesh helping and providing 'Banking Services' to the needy citizens through Digipay.
State Scan

DigiPay Sakhi: Tanuja Yadav
Location: GP Baghmara, District Balod, Chhattisgarh
Daily Transaction: Rs. 15,000
Transaction amount from March 2020 to till date: Rs. 5 lakh

Divyang DigiPay Sakhi Smt Humeshwari Yadav is helping villagers through DigiPay during lockdown.
Location: GP Tiloda, District: Balod, Chhattisgarh
Daily Transaction: Rs. 35,000
Transaction amount from March 2020 to till date: Rs. 5 lakh

DigiPay Sakhi: Komin Sahu
Location: GP Jagannathur, District: Balod, Chhattisgarh
Daily Transaction: Rs. 35,000
Transaction amount from March 2020 to till date: Rs. 7.5 lakh
VLEs in Maharashtra spreading awareness on ArogyaSetu App

VLEs in Maharashtra have been engaged in spreading awareness about the App and getting citizens to download the App on their smartphones.

VLEs Praveen Bhaurao Ji from Hewati GP and Sachin Sahebrao Warade from Kawadasi GP, Nagpur district conducted awareness on COVID 19 and distributed free masks. VLEs are also helping villagers through DigiPay service.
CSCs to function as donation acceptance points for PM CARES Fund

CSCs across the country can now function as donation acceptance points, which are approved by SBIEPAY and help citizens.

**Donations to PM CARES Fund would qualify under 80G for 100% exemption under the Income Tax Act, 1961.**

**Donations to PM CARES Fund will also qualify as Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) expenditure under the Companies Act, 2013.**

Steps to donate using CSC credentials

2. Click on Domestic donations
3. Fill the details of the donor in the Contribution Donation form
4. Choose CSC wallet under the wallet payment category
5. Put CSC credentials and make the payment.
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Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) during the phase of COVID-19 pandemic

Dear VLEs,
Please follow all these Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) during the phase of COVID-19 pandemic at your Common Service Centres (CSCs).